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Washington Consulting Corporation is assembling a consortium to pursue an earlystage project that involves design, civil engineering and construction of a major
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companies.

Government Contracts

Scope:

Design and construction of 91-mile (147.04 km) international highway between Chile
and Argentina, linking an Argentine industrial zone in Argentina with the second largest
port in Chile. One or more consortium member(s) must have significant, proven
capacity in big tunneling projects.

Cost:

$450 - $600 Million (current estimate) (Chilean Government). Chilean authority also
would like the American construction company to work with them in refining and
supporting a final estimate for the project.

Stage:

This project offers interested parties the maximum opportunity to shape the project in
ways that will not be possible at later stages. Both the Chilean and Argentinean
governments have commissioned studies that identified this highway as the best
alternative to the current bi-national pass. No definitive highway design has been put in
place yet.
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Considerations:

•

Interested companies should plan on no fewer than 2 trips to/within Chile (to assess the project,
to talk with the authorities, and meet with potential partners.

•

Technical Challenges: Plans call for construction of a 16.8 km (8 mile)-long tunnel, and the
location of the highest points of the route (at the gates of the proposed tunnel) at altitudes of
between 2040 and 2260 meters, or 6,726 ft.

•

Financing: Public/Private Partnership Opportunity. The Chilean government will likely seek to
award to a consortium that has put together a financing package through one or more thirdparties (such as the World Bank and large international lending intuitions), and that will provide
for operation of the road post-completion by one or more of the consortium members.

•

WCC will assemble together and represent a consortium of a Chilean construction company(ies);
a Chilean concession administrator; and the American company as team leader and general
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contractor. Consortium members will decide how to divide roles and responsibilities.
Funding is anticipated to be readily available: Chile´s current credit rate (A-plus), it has no external
debt, and it is regarded as highly stable politically and economically. Chilean authorities indicate that
they will welcome WCC’s and the construction consortium’s help in identifying the most favorable
approach to financing of the project.
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